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Demographics
●

Bangla (IPA: /'baŋ.la/ ) is spoken primarily in Bangladesh and in
the Indian state of West Bengal, which borders Bangladesh on
the west

●

Population of Bangladesh ≈ 157 million

●

Population of West Bengal ≈ 92 million

Number of speakers
●

Wikipedia's source, the
Nationalencyklopedin of Sweden, gives
the number of native speakers as 205
million
–

●

●

This puts Bangla at the seventh most
widely spoken language in the world by
number of native speakers

Ethnologue is slightly more
conservative, at 193 million
There are a number of closely related
languages spoken in Bangladesh, of
varying degrees of mutual intelligibility
with Bangla, such as Chittagonian and
Sylheti
–

Often considered dialects

Writing system
Bangla is written with the Bengali script/alphabet (technically, an
abugida). There is no capital/lowercase distinction.
Vowels that occur syllable-initally are written with a vowel
character; vowels that follow consonants in a syllable are written
with a vowel diacritic or in certain cases are unwritten (“inherent
vowels,” /ɔ/)

The consonant ক (kô) along with the diacritic form of the vowels অ, আ, ই, ঈ, উ, ঊ, ঋ, এ, ঐ, ও and ঔ.

The alphabet is reasonably phonemic, but without a 1-to-1
correspondence. Some sounds can be represented by more
than one letter, and some letters can represent more than one
sound, depending on environment. This is due largely to
historical development of the language and language change.

Writing system (cont'd.)

Phonology
●

29 consonant phonemes, 7-8 vowel phonemes, 15+ diphthongs

In keeping with a trend...
●

●

●

●

It's the beginning of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, read aloud!

সমস্ত মবননষ স্ববধধীনভববব সমবন মররবদব এববাং অধধকবর ধনবয়ে জন্মগ্রহণ কবর | তবতাঁবদর ধবববক এববাং বনধদধ
আবছে সনতরববাং সকবলরই এবক অপবরর প্রধত ভ্রবতত্ত বসনলভ মবনবভবব ধনবয়ে আচরণ করব উধচত্ |
Shomosto manush shadhinbhabe shoman morjada ebong odhikar niye
jonmogrohon kore. Tader bibek ebong buddhi achhe; shutorang shokoleri
ekey oporer proti bhratrittoshulobh monobhab niye achoron kora uchit.
All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are
endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards one another in
a spirit of brotherhood.
(Article 1 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights)

Typology/Grammar
Bangla is an Indo-European language
(→Indo-Iranian→Indo-Aryan→Eastern Zone→Bengali-Assamese)
–Related to Hindi, Punjabi, Marathi, Gujarathi, etc. Descendent of Sanskrit.

●

Word order is SOV, in general

●

Pronouns are marked for number (singular and plural), person (1st, 2nd, 3rd), formality
(very familiar, familiar, polite), proximity (here, there, elsewhere),
and case (nominative, objective, possessive); but NOT gender

●

Nouns are marked for case (nominative, objective, possessive, locative)

●

Uses postpositions; definite articles also come after the nouns they modify
–Number is not marked on nouns but is present in the definite article, when used

●

জজতত juta 'shoe/s' → জজততটত juta-ṭa 'the shoe' → জজতততগতলত juta-gulo 'the shoes'
–জজততর আতগ juta-r age 'before a/the shoe' জজততর থথতক juta-r theke 'from a/the shoe' etc.
–Ex.

Typology/Grammar Cont'd.
●

Verbs have moderately complex, mostly regular conjugations
involving:
–

Four simple tenses: present, past, habitual past, future

–

Two moods: indicative, imperative

–

Three aspects: simple, progessive, perfect

–

Person and formality, but NOT number
●

●

2p polite and 3p polite are the same

Zero copula; i.e., no one word for “to be”
–

ধতধন ধশিক্ষক tini shikkhok 'he/she is a teacher', lit. 'he/she teacher'

State of Bangla MT
●

●

Despite being spoken by hundreds of millions of people, Bangla is “lowdensity,” or “resource-scarce”
–

Very little Bangla-English bitext exists in corpus form; monolingual corpora are relatively
small compared to other widely-spoken languages

–

This is the biggest hurdle when it comes to developing SMT systems

–

The LDC offers 11,226 Bangla-English sentence pairs

–

The Center for Research on Bangla Language Processing, BRAC University, Bangladesh,
offers a one million-plus–sentence monolingual dataset taken from the Prothom Alo
newspaper, consisting of all their output from 2005

–

Post et al. (2012) use Amazon Turk to build a bitext corpus of about 20,000 sentences

Not much useful, non-trivial research seems to have been done
–

I came across a number of rudimentary papers by computer scientists in Bangladesh and
India

–

Most of this work focuses on very basic rule-based transformations only barely capable of
translating simple sentences, reliant on dictionaries and verb conjugation tables

–

Evaluation scores often unreported

Google Translate
●

GT came out with Bangla-English MT in 2011. As far as I can tell, it's the only decent
publicly available system. Achieved BLEU score of 20.01 on Post et al.'s dataset
–

(Anubadok, a free MT system that comes up when you search for Bangla MT, achieved
a BLEU score of 1.60, NIST score of 1.46, and TER score of 1.03 when evaluated by
Islam, Tiedemann & Eisele (2010))
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------In preparation for the storm, Amtrak said it plans to adjust its schedule based on the
weather.
ঝড জনন পসতত, তকছজ ই এতট আবহতওযতর উপর তভতত কতর ততর সমযসসতচ সমনয করতর পতরকলনত করতছ.
In preparation for the storm, it is based on the weather, plans to adjust its schedule.
The debilitating long-term effects of heartworm pills on puppies who abused them in
their playing days are unfortunately only beginning to be understood.
তততদর থখলতর তদন তততদর তনররতততত রতরত একপতল উপর heartworm ঔষধ debilitating দদররতমযতদদ পভতব
দজভরতগনবশত শধজমতত বজঝতত হতব শর হয
Heartworm medication on those who abused them in their playing days puppies
debilitating long-term effects are, unfortunately, only to be understood

Useful papers
●

Most useful publications:
Approaches to handle scarce resources for Bengali Statistical Machine
Translation, Maxim Roy (2010) (Ph.D. thesis)
http://summit.sfu.ca/system/files/iritems1/10031/etd5938.pdf
–

Uses hybrid of rules and SMT, including prepositions module, word
reordering, semi-supervised learning

English to Bangla Phrase-Based Machine Translation, Islam & Eisele (2009)
(Master's thesis)
http://www.lct-master.org/getfile.php?id=124&n=1&dt=TH&ft=pdf&type=TH
A Hybrid Approach for Bengali to Hindi Machine Translation, Chatterji et al.
(2009)
https://www.academia.edu/attachments/31119595/download_file?st=MTQyMjkyNjIzOCwyN
C4xMzEuMjU1LjI0NCwyNTU2MDkzOQ%3D%3D&s=swp-preview-selector-dropdown

Useful papers cont'd.
Constructing Parallel Corpora for Six Indian Languages via Crowdsourcing, Post, CallisonBurch & Osborne (2012)
–

Compare two different types of grammar, SAMT and Hiero

http://www.aclweb.org/anthology/W12-3152
Combining Bilingual and Comparable Corpora for Low Resource Machine Translation, Irvine
& Callison-Burch (2013)
http://www.cs.jhu.edu/~anni/papers/irvineCCB_WMT13.pdf
–

Focus on Bangla in the context of useful approaches across low-resource languages
(e.g. bilingual lexicon induction); use corpus from above source; achieve BLEU score of
12.7 using Moses

Word Alignment-Based Reordering of Source Chunks in PB-SMT, Pal, Naskar &
Bandyopadhyay (2014)
http://www.mt-archive.info/10/LREC-2014-Pal.pdf
Improving MT System Using Extracted Parallel Fragments of Text from Comparable Corpora,
Gupta, Pal & Bandyopadhyay (2013)
http://www.mt-archive.info/10/BUCC-2013-Gupta.pdf

